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Foreword by Lyn Alden
Over the past year, Lightning reached a level of development, liquidity, and critical
mass that pushed it over the line into being a truly usable network. That's not to say
that there isn't still plenty of work to be done, but from a macro perspective, what
we are witnessing is a payment layer with a network effect built on top of a
settlement layer with a network effect, and that's a truly powerful combination.
A layered approach is the best design to maximize the benefits of what a blockchain
offers. It allows the base layer to remain immutable and decentralized, while
innovation happens on multiple different higher levels including Lightning, Liquid,
and others. Successful financial systems of history have been layered approaches,
and Bitcoin is shaping up to be a powerful financial system for the 21st century.
Arcane Research helps to quantify and visualize what's happening with Lightning,
to see how it's beginning to solve real problems for real people around the world.
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Summary
The Bitcoin Network's decentralized and secure design, with a small blocksize and
relatively long blocktime, does not come without drawbacks. The transaction
capacity of the Bitcoin blockchain is far too low for using bitcoin payments at scale.
The Lightning Network represents a solution to Bitcoin's slow throughput without
compromising the security of the Bitcoin Network. Utilizing the Lightning Network,
millions of people can send fractions of a bitcoin at instant speed—at the same
time.

Lightning Network usage is growing fast
The use of the Lightning Network is somewhat of a blackbox. Therefore, most are left
to look at imperfect public metrics to gauge the growth in Lightning Network usage.
By gathering actual transaction data to estimate the use of the Lightning Network,
we observe that adoption is rising quickly. The number of payments has roughly
doubled over the last year, while the value of the payments has increased by more
than 400%, measured in US dollars.
Figure S1 - Payment Volume and Payment Count on the Lightning Network.

Source: Arcane Research
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Lightning Network payment volume peaked in November and has since retracted
somewhat. This development does not, however, fairly depict the underlying
adoption trend.
In November, a high volume of deposits and withdrawals to exchanges with a super
hot bitcoin market blurs the statistics. If we exclude deposits and withdrawals from
trading services from the payment volume, we see that all other payments actually
dipped in November but have since grown to new highs.

Figure S2 - Lightning Payments Except for Deposits/Withdrawals to trading services

Source: Arcane Research
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Usage grows significantly more than the public metrics
Comparing payment volume growth with the increase in widely cited public
metrics shows striking insight. Actual usage of the Lightning Network has risen
significantly more than any of the public metrics.
Figure S3 - Lightning Network: YoY Growth February 2022

Source: Arcane Research

Compared with the public capacity indicators, the increase in payment volume
shows that one should be wary of using the public indicators as a proxy for growth
in Lightning Network usage. The reasons for being careful in doing this are many.
For one, the public indicators underestimate the size of the network due to private
channels and invisible nodes. Secondly, these metrics say nothing explicit about
Lightning Network usage. The Lightning Network will become more capacity
efficient as infrastructure solutions develop, and public metrics will likely
underestimate growth in the future.
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The number of users with access to Lightning payments shows huge latent
demand
Use of the Lightning Network has increased significantly over the last year, and
there's still plenty of room for growth.
We estimated that just over 100,000 users had access to Lightning payments
globally last summer. In March 2022, we estimate that more than 80 million people
had access to Lightning payments on an installed application.
Figure S4 - Users with Access to Lightning Payments.

Source: Arcane Research

The Lightning Ecosystem is expanding and becoming better funded
Pushing the Lightning Network forward, both technically and for increased adoption,
is a thriving ecosystem. Many of the companies in the ecosystem have been
pioneers, working on laying the foundation for the increased adoption we now
observe from the very beginning. But the mainstays are not alone. With increased
Lightning Network adoption, more and more big companies are entering the
ecosystem.
As showcased by recent funding rounds, companies working on the Lightning
Network are fast becoming more attractive to investors. The record for funding
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rounds in the Lightning Network ecosystem has been beaten twice in just the last
couple of months, with OpenNode raising $20 million at a $220 million valuation in
February and Lightning Labs raising $70 million in April.

The Lightning Network can solve real-life problems for billions of people
The excitement surrounding Bitcoin and the Lightning Network is not mainly due to
the cool technology itself but rather the positive changes it can bring to the world.
The potential for positive impact is especially high in the developing world. Bitcoin
and the Lightning Network can provide financial inclusion for the unbanked and
more effective remittance payments. And the effect will be enormous.
A significant portion of the world's population does not have access to a bank
account. According to statistics from the World Bank, more than 2 billion people
worldwide are unbanked.
Figure S7 – The unbanked as a percentage of the population by country.

Source: World Bank Data

The unbanked are generally poor and have low- or no-income jobs. By enabling
financial inclusion, Bitcoin and the Lightning Network create new possibilities for
these people to enhance their lives, likely compounding to a significant increase in
living standards for possibly billions over time.
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1 An introduction to Bitcoin and the
Lightning Network
The first chapter briefly introduces the Bitcoin Network, how bitcoin transactions
work, and how the Lightning Network helps solve the Bitcoin blockchain's throughput
limitations. This chapter is aimed at readers with a superficial understanding of
Bitcoin and the Lightning Network. Readers already well-familiar with Bitcoin and
the Lightning Network can safely skip this chapter or choose to use it as a refresher.

1.1 The throughput capacity of the Bitcoin
blockchain is limited
Bitcoin is a digital currency operating free of central control or oversight by banks
or governments. Instead of trusting a central bank or government to secure the
value of their currency holdings, bitcoin holders can rely on the ingenious technical
setup and incentive mechanisms of The Bitcoin Network to protect their bitcoins'
value. The Bitcoin Network uses a blockchain to store the network's information as
part of this setup.
In a nutshell, the blockchain is a public ledger recording all transactions. Each block
contains specific information, such as the time, amount, and counterparties of each
transaction. It also includes an answer to a complex mathematical puzzle unique
to each block.
However, the number of transactions that can be performed on the blockchain is
limited. The limitation arises from the limit on block size and the automatic difficulty
adjustment that keeps the elapsed time between blocks at an average of 10
minutes. The figure below shows the transaction and throughput capacity on the
Bitcoin blockchain. Increasing the size of each block would increase throughput but
come at the cost of decentralization as more powerful (and expensive) computers
would be needed to keep a record of the blockchain.
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1

1.2 The Lightning Network increases the
throughput capacity for bitcoin transactions
There are two main limitations for bitcoin payments to be widely used arising from
the Bitcoin blockchain's transaction capacity. The first limitation is the mentioned
throughput capacity of the blockchain that prevents the required number of
transactions for use at scale.
The second limitation is that the confirmation of smaller payments requires
disproportionally high transaction fees. Before a bitcoin transaction is included in a
block, it goes into the mempool while awaiting validation from miners. Because
there is a backlog of transactions awaiting validation, miners are incentivized to
validate transactions with higher fee rates first. In other words, transaction fees are
relative to confirmation times and increase as network volume rises.
The Lightning Network solves the limited throughput capacity of bitcoin payments
on the Bitcoin blockchain and dramatically decreases the transaction fees on
smaller payments.
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The Lightning Network solves these problems by moving bitcoin transactions offchain, meaning that the payments are not included in a block on the Bitcoin
blockchain.

As you can see from the above illustration, it takes one opening transaction on the
Bitcoin blockchain to open a channel on the Lightning Network. After the channel
opening, in theory, an unlimited number of bitcoin transactions can be performed
in the channel without recording any more transactions on the blockchain.
However, the value of Lightning payments comes from the fact that they can be
settled on the blockchain.

1.3 How does the Lightning Network scale Bitcoin?
The previous part stated that the Lightning Network allows performing multiple
bitcoin payments without creating more transactions on the Bitcoin blockchain. We
will describe how the Lightning Network protocol makes this possible in the
following.
To explain the concept of the Lightning Network, we start by describing a bitcoin
transaction on the Bitcoin blockchain. To describe a regular bitcoin transaction, we
begin at the issuance of a new bitcoin when a miner gets the block reward from
mining a new block. The figure on the next page illustrates the process of a bitcoin
transaction.
All bitcoin transactions include an input section and an output section. At the
issuance of a new bitcoin, the input section will be empty, while the output section
state that the mining reward (currently 6.25 BTC) now belongs to an address
provided by the miner. This output is called an unspent transaction output (UTXO).
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The miner can use the UTXO if it proves it has the private key of the address in the
UTXO.

When the miner wants to send bitcoin to another address, it must perform a new
transaction on the blockchain. The miner will use the UTXO from the previous
transaction as input in this new transaction. The output section of the new
transaction consists of two parts in a simple transaction: The amount the miner
wants to send to another address attributed to this address. You can not split UTXOs
in the input field. Therefore, the output field attributes the difference between the
value of the miner's input and the amount sent to the other addressi to the miner's
address.
After the new transaction, there will be two new UTXOs that can be used as inputs
in further transactions, as shown in the figure above. The UTXO used initially as input
in the transaction is now spent and can not be used again.
Now that you know a bitcoin transaction consists of an input field containing one or
more UTXOs, and an output field creating new UTXOs, we can move on to show how
to perform a transaction on the Lightning Network.
We start by showing how bitcoin transactions in a single channel on the Lightning
Network are done. After establishing how a Lightning channel works, we will show
that the Lightning Network is a network of payment channels.
i

There will be a difference in the combined value of the input and output. This difference represents the
mining fee for the transaction being included in a block
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A 2-of-2 multisignature transaction must happen on the Bitcoin blockchain to open
a Lightning Network channel. This transaction is often called a funding transaction.
The output from the miner's transaction above could be "separated" into a UTXO
belonging to address A that can be used by having A's private key alone, and the
same mechanics would apply to the UTXO belonging to the miner. Instead, if you
combined these two UTXOs into a single UTXO requiring both A' and the miner's
private keys, it would be a 2-of-2 multisignature UTXO.
After performing the channel opening 2-of-2 multisignature transaction on the
Bitcoin blockchain, transactions can take place on the Lightning Network. The figure
below illustrates the process. A further explanation of the process follows the figure.

After the opening transaction (1), Alice has funded the transaction with UTXOs to the
value of 1 bitcoin. The output attests that 1 bitcoin belongs to Alice's address and 0
to Bob's. As stated above, for these outputs to be used as input in another bitcoin
transaction, both Alice and Bob must provide their private keys. To confirm the initial
state of the channel, Alice and Bob sign an updated transaction with a regular
output field where 1 bitcoin belongs to Alice's address and 0 to Bob.
Now they can start making payments between each other on the Lightning Network.
The first Lightning payment in the channel is a payment of 0.5 bitcoin from Alice to
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Bob. This payment is made by both signing an updated version of the 2-of-2
multisignature transaction accrediting 0.5 bitcoin to Alice's address and 0.5 bitcoin
to Bob's address. If Alice sends a further 0.2 bitcoin, they will sign a new version
where 0.3 bitcoin belongs to Alice and 0.7 bitcoin belong to Bob. The beauty of the
Lightning Network is that none of these transactions are yet broadcasted to the
Bitcoin blockchain, meaning they take no space on the blockchain. Yet, the
transactions have value because Alice or Bob can broadcast these to the Bitcoin
Network at any time.
We have now shown how payments are made in a single channel on the Lightning
Network between Alice and Bob. But Alice may want to send payments to other
people than Bob. She could open channels to each new recipient she wants to send
money to, but that would be very capital intensive and require multiple blockchain
transactions.
To be efficient, the Lightning Network is structured as a network of payment
channels, as illustrated in the figure below. Alice still only has the channel with Bob
but can reach all other participants in this small network indirectly via other
channels. The illustration shows a payment of 0.2 bitcoin from Alice to Daniel. The
workings are further described following the figure.
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As stated above, bitcoin can't "jump" between channels on the Lightning Network.
To understand this, think back to the 2-of-2 multisignature output in the channel
opening transaction on the blockchain. On the blockchain, it now exists a UTXO that
requires both Alice and Bob's signature to be used as input. Bob and Alice could
sign updated transactions, directly adding Daniel's address to the new output. But
the question then arises, why should Daniel trust this, as Alice and Bob still control
the new UTXO. Adding Daniel's signature to a new 3-of-3 multisignature UTXO would
defeat the purpose of the Lightning Network, as a new on-chain transaction would
be needed to make it credible.
In this new hypothetical output, Bob and Alice could come to an agreement where
they sign a new transaction where Alice hands over less bitcoin to Bob than she
sent Daniel and keeps the difference herself. Signing this transaction makes Alice
and Bob better off than the transaction with output attributed directly to Daniel. So
Daniel actually has full reason to 100% distrust this payment.
To avoid on-chain transactions, payments on the Lightning Network function by
rebalancing all channels along the route from sender to recipient. In the case of
Alice sending 0.2 bitcoin to Daniel, the payment would be performed in the following
way:
1. Alice sends 0.2 bitcoin to Bob by both signing an updated UTXO of their channel
transaction
2. Bob sends 0.2 bitcoin to Charlie by both signing an updated UTXO for the channel
between Bob and Charlie.
3. Charlie sends 0.2 bitcoin to Daniel by both signing an updated UTXO for the
channel between Bob and Charlie.
NET RESULT: Bob and Charlie are equally well off as before the payment. Alice has
0.2 bitcoin less and Daniel 0.2 bitcoin more.
The last attribute of Lightning Network transactions we want to highlight is how Alice
can be sure that the payment reaches Daniel and is not snatched by Bob or Charlie
along the way.
Stopping transactions from being snatched is done using a series of smart
contracts called hash time locked contracts (HTLCs). The following illustration
shows how these HTLCs ensure that funds are not stolen along the way.
In simplified terms, the receiver creates and relays a secret password to unlock the
0.2 bitcoin in each contract, starting from the recipient backward to the sender. This
mechanic ensures that no forwarder receives bitcoin before forwarding and that if
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they forward the payment, they are guaranteed to get the payment from the
previous person.

1.4 Cost of Lightning payments
Bob and Charlie will likely not use their funds in another channel (creating
imbalances) and computing power on forwarding Alice's for free. To incentivize
people to forward payments, they can require a fee for forwarding. We call these
routing fees, and they must announce these fees in advance of the payment.
In the current Lightning Network specifications, routing fees have two components,
a base fee and a fee rate per Satoshi (one-hundred-millionth bitcoin). Each
participant in a channel will set these fees for relaying a payment from the other
part through that channel.
The current median fee rate on the Lightning Network is a base fee of 1 satoshi and
a fee rate of 0.00022 per Satoshi. ii

ii

In channels with more than 0.2 bitcoin in capacity
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Using the median fee rates, we can indicate how much a Lightning transaction
would cost depending on the number of hops required. For a 10,000 satoshi
payment (about 5$), the routing fees would be 0.032% for a 1-hop payment and
increase by roughly the same amount for each additional hop. For the transaction
fee to reach 1%, the payment would need to do approximately 30 hops.
The above calculation would not calculate the precise fee for most actual Lightning
transactions. For starters, many of the path-finding algorithms in the
implementations find paths by looking for the cheapest route. On the other hand,
some routers with great reliability and connections could require higher routing
fees, while others would require less. Nonetheless, it's safe to say that Lightning
payments generally are cheap.
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2 Ecosystem overview
Pushing the Lightning Network forward, both technically and for increased adoption,
is a thriving ecosystem. Many of the companies in the ecosystem have been
pioneers, working on laying the foundation for the increased adoption we now
observe from the very beginning. But the mainstays are not alone. With increased
Lightning Network adoption, more and more companies are entering the
ecosystem.
At the very heart of the Lightning Network lies the Basis of Lightning Technology
(BOLT) specifications. 2 The BOLT specifications define a set of features all Lightning
Network software should run to be interoperable with each other. No single entity
determines the BOLT specifications. They are maintained and developed by a
community effort.
Below, we have outlined the Lightning Network Ecosystem, with projects and
companies categorized and represented by their logos. iii The ecosystem overview
is structured so that Lightning Network implementations are at the top and more
specific use cases are generally further down.

iii

The overview is not all-exhaustive
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Implementations
At the very top of the ecosystem overview, we have placed the Lightning Network
implementations. A Lightning Network implementation is a software program for
running a node on the Lightning Network. The name implementation stems from the
fact that a given Lightning implementation software is indeed an implementation
of the previously mentioned BOLT specifications. But as long as the software running
your node adheres to the BOLT specifications, you are free to use whatever code
you will.
Writing an implementation of the BOLT specifications in code is tedious, and
specialized companies focus on making these implementations.
Historically, there have been three much-used implementations on the Lightning
Network. Éclair by Acinq, c-lightning by Blockstream, and LND by Lightning Labs. The
most favorable implementation for your node depends on the use case and
preferences.
Lightning Dev Kit (LDK) recently launched an implementation focusing on being
easy to integrate into existing (or new) Bitcoin wallets.

Node and liquidity services

Hosting a reliable Lightning node requires the proper hardware, a stable internet
connection, and good software to manage the node.
To avoid needing your own hardware and possibly investing in a better internet
connection, several services offer renting Lightning nodes for people that still want
a Lightning node with their own private keys.
Running a Lightning node by the direct use of one of the earlier mentioned
implementations is a technically challenging task. To ease the task of running a
node, several node management software solutions have been developed.
Through these software solutions, you can do most node operations in an intuitive
and easy-to-use interface.
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You need channels funded with bitcoin to be able to send transactions on the
Lightning network. Funding a channel with outgoing capacity, meaning you can
send bitcoin to others on the Lightning Network, is a relatively simple task using node
management software. Obtaining inbound liquidity, meaning that others can send
you bitcoin, is in many cases more difficult. You can create inbound liquidity by
making outgoing payments yourself, but that's not necessarily something you want.
As a solution to this problem, several providers sell inbound liquidity.
Liquidity can be bought through the seller opening a channel to you directly or
indirectly by using a service like Loop by Lightning Labs.

Wallets and neobanks

Users interact with the Lightning Network through wallets. You can run your own
node with a wallet interface, but most users avoid this and choose one or more of
the available wallet solutions. The architecture of these wallets can be set up in
different ways.
We can broadly separate the wallets into three categories, where some providers
offer both the option of 1 and 2.
1.

A custodial solution – A custodial solution means that you don't own the keys
to your bitcoin but instead trust an intermediary to hold onto them for you.
The benefit of using a custodial solution is often the ease of use and reliability,
as the custodial wallet providers can utilize the economics of scale to create
great liquidity. In addition, you likely won't suffer the loss of your funds if a
password or similar is lost.
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2. A non-custodial solution – A non-custodial solution contrarily means that
you indeed control your own funds with your own keys. This means that you
have complete control of your funds without trusting an intermediary.
3. Neobanks – Neobanks are, in terms of the Lightning Network, the same as a
custodial solution, but they have one additional attribute for the user. They
also have the possibility of holding and sending regular fiat currencies. These
neobanks give the user the option of holding their funds in bitcoin or fiat
currency, or as most do, a mix.

Payment infrastructure and merchant solutions

Professional payment solutions enable Lightning integration for merchants,
businesses, and people worldwide. While most individuals can interact with the
Lightning Network via a standard wallet, businesses and certain individuals need
additional features like automatic conversion between fiat currencies and bitcoin
or compliance with tax rules, legislative regulations, etc.
The payment infrastructure and solutions providers could be divided into groups on
multiple axes. We have decided to split the solutions by functionality seen from the
eyes of a "non-bitcoiner." The main components in this division are the extent of
different payments/transactions offered in the service and the possibilities of
conversion between bitcoin and fiat currencies. In the illustration above, fiat on/offramp refer to the service offering automatic conversion from/to fiat currency
to/from bitcoin.
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Finance and trading

We have divided the financial services using the Lightning Network into two
subcategories. The first is what we call Lightning native financial services. These
services were first offered through the Lightning Network. Dual-service finance
refers to companies offering Lightning Network services in addition to other
alternatives. For most of the companies in this group, this is simply the possibility to
on and off-board their pre-existing service through the Lightning Network.
The dual-service subcategory involves several well-established crypto exchanges
entering the Lightning Network seeking to expand the usability of their platforms.
Bitfinex, Okcoin, Kraken, and OKEx have all implemented a Lightning integration. The
low fees of the Lightning Network are the core motivation for most of these
exchanges in implementing Lightning.
The Lightning Native services have entered the market from a different angle,
building their services with the Lightning Network as the core building block for their
concept. These financial services are more experimental in their nature but deliver
interesting products nevertheless. LN Markets have built a derivatives platform built
on the Bitcoin Lightning Network and use Bitcoin, paid and settled over Lightning as
collateral. Another developing project in its alpha testing stage within the derivative
scene is Kollider. Kollider builds a peer-to-peer orderbook based derivatives market
using Lightning to fund the account.
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Rewards and earnings

The Lightning Network is a perfect fit for instant micropayments. Companies offering
bitcoin rewards or earnings leverage this fact. Whether something should be called
"rewards" or "earnings" is in many cases an issue of definition.
For the above-listed companies offering rewards, this is in the form of so-called
"satsback" for online fiat payments.
Earnings refer to the user doing some kind of work to obtain satoshis. There are
tipping services that let users send satoshis to services or persons they like, like a
funny video posted by a user or tip a Twitter profile they like.

Gift cards, vouchers, and payment cards

The gift card and voucher services enable users to spend satoshis on gift cards,
book travels, and top up their phones. These services are popular within the
Lightning Network, and Bitrefill offers the most widely used services within the sector.
Gift card purchases are often used as an indirect merchant payment by people
preferring to pay in bitcoin. A great majority of merchants and online stores still
don't accept bitcoin payments, but you can often find gift cards for these goods or
services. By offering the opportunity to pay for these gift cards in bitcoin, companies
like Bitrefill offer a way of interacting with the economy while staying away from fiat
currencies to a greater extent.

Gaming

Gaming is closely linked with earnings or rewards on the Lightning Network. Many
games offer earnings based on the user's in-game performance, without the user
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staking anything. An excellent example of this is Thndr Games, handing out a
massive number of micropayments over the Lightning Network to players using
their games.
Other services allow you to bet on yourself while playing games. For instance, you
can use Zebedee to stake satoshis when playing Counter-Strike on Steam. Whether
you win or lose satoshis is determined by your in-game performance.

Podcasts, Streaming, and Social apps

Social apps, podcasts, and streaming are becoming more popular and highlight
exciting use cases of the Lightning Network.
When we refer to podcasting on the Lightning Network, it does not mean that the
sound itself is transferred via the Lightning Network. Rather, the podcasting services
allow users to listen to a podcast in the app and tip the creator directly with a
Lightning payment if they like the content.
Some of the other social services, like Sphinx and Zion, actually send data other than
payments through the Lightning Network as part of the service. For instance,
encoded messages can be sent with a Lightning payment and only make sense
when decoded by the intended recipient. In this way, users can take control of their
own data without it being stored in an interpretable way at an intermediary.
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Communities and other services

In this last section, there are several very different companies and projects.
Communities are an essential part of both the Bitcoin and Lightning Network
ecosystem. In terms of geographically neutral communities, PlebNet stands out
from the rest. PlebNet is a community of Lightning Network experts and novices
helping each other run Lightning nodes or solve problems. Its telegram group has
more than 5,000 members, and Plebs control more than 1,000 nodes on the
Lightning Network with a combined capacity of about 1,000 bitcoin. 3
We have also placed projects like the Bitcoin Beach project in communities, helping
individuals tap into the Bitcoin and Lightning Network financial infrastructure to
enhance their lives.
Like the Lightning Network explorers offered by 1ML and Amboss, informational
services provide users and others interested with vital information about the
network. Other services also offer excellent overviews, and services like LnRouter
offers information on channel balances to help node operators allocate capacity
efficiently and manage liquidity.
In addition, in the other category, we find different applications offering P2P
marketplace services, the possibility of performing discrete log contracts, the web
browser built on top of the Lighting Network from Impervious, and the tech stack
from Synonym, among other things enabling tether transactions on the Lightning
Network.
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3 Lightning Network Adoption
Despite still being a young technology with developing infrastructure, the use of the
Lightning Network increased substantially in 2021, with no signs of stopping in 2022.
In this chapter, we show that all adoption metrics point up, but that the use of the
Lightning Network for payments grew substantially more than the most widely cited
public metrics.

3.1 Adoption measured through publicly
available metrics
The most referenced adoption metrics are also the most available and relate to the
Lightning Network's size. Public capacity in bitcoin, meaning the combined amount
of bitcoin in open Lightning Network channels, is the most widely cited among
publicly available metrics sizing the network.
Public capacity has increased significantly over the last year. The growth in public
capacity was strongest between April and September 2021 but has continued its
upwards trajectory since.
Figure 1 – Public Capacity on the Lightning Network

Source: Arcane Research/Bitcoin visuals4
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While data such as public capacity indicates in which direction adoption is moving,
it does not state anything explicit about the actual use of the Lightning Network. The
inability to measure usage is a result of the Lightning Network design. As a spectator,
you can only view how many bitcoin are in a channel, but you see nothing about
the channel balance or the number of payments done in the channel.
In addition to the problem of measuring the activity in public channels, we face the
problem that many nodes and channels are not visible at all. You can choose
whether a channel is publicly visible or private when opening a channel. Private
channels are not visible by design, and nodes only connected through private
channels are not visible either.
We know there are many hidden nodes and channels on the Lightning Network. The
two large wallet providers, Breez and Phoenix, alone account for thousands of nodes
and significant capacity. Yet, we don't know the full extent of what's not visible in the
public metrics. BitMEX Research estimated that 27.8% of all Lightning channels were
private in January 2020. 5 To our understanding from talks with industry-leading
experts, the share of private channels on Lightning could be even higher now. Thus,
the BTC capacity, channel count, and node count from public data are most likely
a significant underestimation of the current size of the Lightning Network.

3.2 The number of users with access to Lightning
payments has exploded
Another metric to look at is the number of users. The best metric in terms of users
would be if we were able to track the number of active users over time.
Unfortunately, we do not have data that enable us to make confident estimates on
active users. We are, however, able to track the number of users with access to
Lightning payments. iv
We estimated that just over 100,000 users had access to Lightning payments
globally last summer. In March 2022, we estimate that more than 80 million people
had access to Lightning payments on an installed application. The majority of these
users come from a select few applications integrating Lighting payments, but the
number of users on already existing applications has also risen significantly.

iv

defined as users with "one-click access" to Lightning payments on an installed application
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Figure 2 – Users with Access to Lightning Payments.

Source: Arcane Research

Users with access to Lightning payments are not the same as active users. It's, for
instance, reasonable to believe that most of the users of popular payment apps
that recently implemented Lightning payments still don't use it. However, more user
access increases the likelihood of more widespread use.

3.3 Actual payment data show strong and
continued growth in adoption
To provide additional insight on Lightning Network adoption, we have gathered
private data from several participants in the Lightning Network ecosystem. By
utilizing these data, we have estimated the use of the Lightning Network for
payments. These estimates include payments for a good or service, a
payment/transfer between individuals, and deposits/withdrawals to financial
services. A rebalancing transaction, for instance, is not included in our estimates.
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By using actual transaction data to estimate the use of the Lightning Network, we
observe that adoption is rising quickly. The number of payments has roughly
doubled over the last year, while the value of the payments has increased by more
than 400%, measured in US dollars.
Figure 3 – Payment Volume and Payment Count on the Lightning Network.

Source: Arcane Research

Looking at the monthly numbers in the figure above, we see that the increase in use
was especially strong from the late summer through the fall, partly driven by El
Salvador adopting bitcoin in September.
According to our estimates, the Lightning Network payment volume peaked in
November 2021 and has since fallen back to October levels. This development does
not, however, fairly depict the underlying adoption trend.
Deposits and withdrawals to trading services are largely driven by price action in
bitcoin and correlate strongly with trading volumes on the exchanges. With the
bitcoin price rising sharply in October and reaching new all-time highs in
November, deposits and withdrawals to exchanges shot through the roof.
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If we exclude deposits and withdrawals from trading services from the payment
volume, we see that all other payments actually dipped in November but have since
grown to new highs.
Figure 4 – Lightning Payments Except for Deposits/Withdrawals to trading services

Source: Arcane Research

3.4 Three types of payments account for most of
the payment volume
The preceding figures provide an insight into the share of payments that come from
deposits and withdrawals to trading services.
By breaking down these other payments into further categories, we better
understand the use cases of Lightning Network payments. Of the total payment
volume in the first two months of 2022, close to 50 percent of the value of payments
is transacted directly between individuals. These payments can serve a wide array
of purposes. People can use them to transfer remittance payments to a relative
abroad, buy stuff from their neighbor, hand out sats to their friends, etc.
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20 percent of the payments in 2022 have been purchases of goods or services
handled through a payment processor or bought indirectly through gift cards.
Even though trading markets have been slow in January and February, deposits and
withdrawals still account for a third of the payment volume in the first two months
of 2022. Other payments make up a tiny part of payment volume accounting for
about 1 percent.
Figure 5 – Distribution of Lightning Payments Volume in 2022

Source: Arcane Research

3.5 Micro rewards account for more than half the
number of transactions
Measured by the number of transactions, the picture almost flips compared to the
distribution of payment volume.
The Other category accounted for just about 1 percent of payment volume but
made up more than half of the number of transactions. During the first two months
of 2022, more than 1 million payments have been sent in the Other category.
The payments contained in the Other category are no great mystery. They primarily
consist of micro rewards sent to users for using a service. The most considerable
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portion of rewards is from gaming services that reward players with satoshis over
the Lightning Network for playing their games.
According to our estimates, individuals sent each other more than 300,000
payments, made more than 200,000 payments for goods and services, and over
100,000 deposits or withdrawals to or from trading services in the first two months
of 2022.
Figure 6 – Lightning Payment Count YTD through February 2022

Source: Arcane Research

3.6 Adoption increasing faster than what publicly
available metrics suggest
Rounding off the chapter on Lightning Network adoption, it is interesting to revisit
how the growth in our novel estimates of the use of Lightning Network for
payments stack up against the increase in the widely used public metrics.
In Figure 7, we compare the growth in payment volume between February 2021
and February 2022 with the increase in public capacity, measured in bitcoin and
US dollars, the number of visible nodes, and the number of public channels.
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The comparison is quite striking. Actual usage of the Lightning Network has risen
significantly more than any of the public metrics.
Figure 7 – Lightning Network: YoY Growth February 2022

Source: Arcane Research / Bitcoin Visuals

Compared with the public capacity indicators, the increase in payment volume
shows that one should be wary of using the public indicators as a proxy for growth
in Lightning Network usage.
For one, the public indicators underestimate the growth in metrics such as
capacity and nodes if the share of private channels and invisible nodes increases.
Secondly, these metrics say nothing explicit about Lightning Network usage. The
number of nodes, channels, and channel capacity needed to handle a given
payment volume and number of transactions depends on the infrastructure
organization, user preferences, and payment flows.
As Lightning Network adoption increases, it's reasonable to believe that usage
relative to public indicators will rise further. Node and liquidity setup will become
more streamlined, and new users are less likely to appreciate self-hosted
solutions than the current Lightning users. This will allow the providers of solutions
for these users to utilize economics of scale better.
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3.7 Other interesting use cases of the Lightning
Network
The adoption metrics highlighted in the previous chapter give significant insight
into the high-level development of the Lightning Network. Some exciting trends
don't yet impact the overall numbers much but show great promise and highlight
the unique possibilities of the Lightning Network.
One such development is the increased use of so-called value-for-value models
on the Lightning Network. In the value-for-value business model, content creators
leave it to the users to decide what value the content gives them and trust them to
compensate accordingly.
Stacker.News is an example of the value-for-value model put into life on the
Lightning Network. On Stacker.News users can share content and have the
possibility of being rewarded by other users for sharing this content. In the figure
below, you can see the development in unique visitors to Stacker.News and the
amount of satoshis spent on tipping others for sharing content. The numbers are
still relatively small but rising quickly.
Figure 8- Stacker.news Satoshis Spent and Unique Visitors

Source: Stacker.news6
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Podcasting is another use case of the value-for-value model on the Lightning
Network. In apps such as Fountain or Breez, you can listen to podcasts – and be able
to tip the podcast creator if you find the podcast interesting or amusing. Lightning
payments to tip podcast creators via the Lightning Network are multiplying, as
highlighted by numbers from Fountain. In only one month, from December to
January 2022, the number of users tipping and transactions sent to podcasters
increased by more than 50 percent.
Figure 9 - Fountain: Growth Dec 2021 to Jan 2022

Source: Fountain/Kevin Rooke7

You can also use The Lightning Network for other things than pure payments. Zion
showcases the possibility of using the Lightning Network for purposes other than
pure payments. The Zion app allows users to share content without trusting a
central intermediary with their data. The content is shared in the form of a
minuscule Lightning payment with the content added in an encrypted message.
Only the intended receiver can decrypt the message to show the sent content, and
the Zion protocol automatically sends the minuscule payment amount back to the
sender.
Each Zion user runs the social app via a node on the Lightning Network. Since the
launch last fall, 3500 new nodes (users) have been set up to use Zion. The number
of nodes on the Lightning Network increased by about 5,000 nodes in the same
period, meaning that Zion accounted for approximately three-quarters of the
increase in nodes since its launch. 8
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It's worth mentioning that the Lightning Network community is divided in its view on
whether the Lightning Network should be used for purposes other than payments. 9
Proponents of solutions such as Zion generally see a need to strengthen censorship
resistance by refounding the internet as a decentralized, P2P, all-purpose data
network that handles messaging, streaming video and audio, data files, etc., by
sending this data over the Lightning Network.
Opponents argue that the incentives to be a routing node weakens by including
"internet traffic" on the Lightning Network. The data would need to be relayed
virtually free to compete with existing solutions. In the end, they fear this would lead
to node operators quitting and, thereby, weaken the Lightning Network.
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4 The future of Lightning
Lightning Network usage is growing rapidly. However, comparing the numbers with
other payment networks such as Visa show there is still much ground to be
conquered. In 2021, Visa handled more than $ 1 trillion in payment volume and close
to 20 billion transactions per month. 10 In comparison, we estimate that the Lightning
Network handled about $20 million in payment volume and slightly over 800,000
transactions in February 2022. But the prospect of increased Lightning Network
adoption looks very promising.

4.1 Hyperbitcoinization is not the only path to
Lightning Network usage exploding
To date, most use of the Lightning Network has been by Bitcoin enthusiasts, but their
share of payment activity is falling. Kickstarted by El Salvador's bitcoin adoption last
September, the userbase has expanded well beyond the die-hard Bitcoin
proponents. There is great potential for Lightning Network adoption to continue the
explosive growth, both through users deliberately using bitcoin on the Lightning
Network and as a payment rail for fiat currency transactions.
Bitcoin enthusiasts preferring to use and keep their savings in bitcoin are a minority.
The group is expanding, but most still shy away from bitcoin due to its volatile
valuation and the limited practical possibilities of transacting in bitcoin.
But Lightning Network usage does not have to wait for hyperbitcoinization to
explode. Through infrastructure providers facilitating seamless and low-cost
conversion between fiat currencies and bitcoin, the Lightning Network can be used
as a superior payment rail even without people knowing or caring that they use
bitcoin on the Lightning Network.

4.2 Recent funding rounds show the belief in
Lightning as a payment rail
Compared with other sectors of the cryptocurrency space, companies working on
Bitcoin and the Lightning Network have found it hard to raise funding. You would
have to ask the investors why. Still, the fact that companies working on bitcoin
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cannot dangle the enticing prospect of an ICO providing astronomic returns in a
booming (and crazy) market is likely a part of the explanation.
Still, even without the promise of becoming rich overnight, companies working on
the Lightning Network are fast becoming more attractive to investors, as
showcased by recent funding rounds.
The record for funding rounds in the Lightning Network ecosystem has been beaten
twice in just the last couple of months. OpenNode, a custodial, managed payments
and infrastructure provider using the Lightning Network, raised $20 million in a Series
A funding round valuing the company at $220 million in February. 11 And just as this
report was about to hit the press, Lightning Labs announced it had raised $70 million
for its new Lightning Network project called Taro. 12 The Taro protocol promises to
allow the transfer of any asset, such as a stablecoin, using the Bitcoin Lightning
Network as the payment infrastructure.

4.3 The Lightning Network can solve real-life
problems for billions of people
The excitement surrounding Bitcoin and the Lightning Network is not mainly due to
the cool technology itself but rather the positive changes it can bring to the world.
In the following, we highlight two specific areas where Bitcoin and Lightning can
provide significant impact in the developing world.

Reducing fees on remittance payments
According to The World Bank, low- and middle-income countries received close to
$600 billion in remittances in 2021. Remittance payments are expensive, with the
average payment fee being 6.4 percent in 2021. These overburdensome costs are
due to a combination of an inefficient and uncompetitive banking market and a
reliance on legacy financial communications systems such as SWIFT.
Regardless of the high costs, remittances are hugely important in many developing
countries and a key component of economic income. Considering that recipients
are also mainly in the lower-income part of the population in these countries, the
numbers show that millions and millions of people are dependent on remittance
payments to make ends meet.
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Figure 10 – Remittance statistics for low- and middle-income countries.

Source: World Bank13

Bitcoin and the Lightning Network can make remittance payments cheaper,
regardless of whether the sender and recipient want to deal in bitcoin or fiat
currencies. By utilizing the low-cost and instant transaction features of the Lightning
Network, a large portion of the $40 billion lost in transit each year can reach its
intended recipient quickly instead of being pocketed by banks and money
transmitters on slow transactions.

Facilitating financial inclusion for the unbanked
A significant portion of the world's population does not have access to a bank
account. According to statistics from the World Bank, more than 2 billion people
worldwide are unbanked. And the unbanked are not evenly spread around the
globe. The unbanked are concentrated in the poorer parts of the world, with the
highest concentration of poorly banked countries being in Africa, Latin America, and
certain areas of Asia.
Figure 11 – The unbanked as a percentage of the population by country.

Source: World Bank Data14
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The unbanked are generally poor and have low- or no-income jobs. Providing these
people with access to a financial network through Bitcoin and the Lightning Network
will not change this overnight. But good financial infrastructure is a crucial part of
facilitating economic growth. And a slight increase in economic growth rate
compounds into something very significant over time. As the famous economist
Robert Lucas once said: «Once a person starts thinking about the growth of an
economy, it is next to impossible for him to think about anything else.»
If Bitcoin and the Lightning Network can accelerate financial inclusion, it's hard not
to be excited by the potential for long-term impact.
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https://s29.q4cdn.com/385744025/files/doc_downloads/Visa-Inc_-Fiscal-2021-Annual-
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2

https://github.com/lightning/bolts

3

https://twitter.com/shukla/status/1448384136406724609
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https://bitcoinvisuals.com/ln-capacity

5

https://blog.bitmex.com/lightning-network-part-7-proportion-of-public-vs-private-

channels/
6

https://plausible.io/stacker.news

7

https://www.kevinrooke.com/lightning-network

8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNbsxjxnciM&t=2753s – Claim backed up by data on

1ml.com
9

https://medium.com/breez-technology/lightning-the-internet-choosing-the-right-

path-bedfa6382316
10

https://usa.visa.com/dam/VCOM/global/about-visa/documents/aboutvisafactsheet.pdf

11

https://bitcoinmagazine.com/business/bitcoin-company-opennode-220-million-

valuation
12

https://medium.com/@lightning_labs/number-of-people-go-up-or-bitcoin-as-the-

worlds-protocol-of-value-d1df7cefca37
13

https://blogs.worldbank.org/peoplemove/global-remittance-flows-2021-year-recovery-

and-surprises
14

https://data.worldbank.org/
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Disclaimer
•

The State of Lightning Volume 2 (the "Report") by Arcane Research is a report focusing on cryptocurrencies.
Information published in the Report aims to spread knowledge and summarise developments in the cryptocurrency
market.

•

The information contained in this Report, and any information linked through the items contained herein, is for
informational purposes only and is not intended to provide sufficient information to form the basis for an investment
decision nor the formation of an investment strategy.

•

This Report shall not constitute and should not be construed as financial advice, a recommendation for entering
into financial transactions/investments, or investment advice, or as a recommendation to engage in investment
transactions. You should seek additional information regarding the merits and risks of investing in any stock,
commodity, cryptocurrency or digital asset before deciding to purchase or sell any such instruments.

•

Cryptocurrencies and digital assets are speculative and highly volatile, can become illiquid at any time, and are for
investors with a high risk tolerance. Investors in digital assets could lose the entire value of their investment.

•

Information contained within the Report is based on sources considered to be reliable, but is not guaranteed to be
accurate or complete. Any opinions or estimates expressed herein reflect a judgment made as of the date of
publication and are subject to change without notice.

•

The information contained in this Report may include or incorporate by reference forward-looking statements,
which would include any statements that are not statements of historical fact. No representations or warranties are
made as to the accuracy of these forward-looking statements. Any data, charts or analysis herein should not be
taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance.

•

Neither Arcane Research nor Arcane Crypto AS provides tax, legal, investment, or accounting advice and this report
should not be considered as such. This Report is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, tax, legal,
investment or accounting advice. Tax laws and regulations are complex and subject to change. To understand the
risks you are exposed to, we recommend that you perform your own analysis and seek advice from an independent
and approved financial advisor, accountant and lawyer before deciding to take action.

•

Neither Arcane Research nor Arcane Crypto AS will have any liability whatsoever for any expenses, losses (both
direct and indirect) or damages arising from, or in connection with, the use of information in this Report.

•

The contents of this Report unless otherwise stated are the property of (and all copyright shall belong to) Arcane
Research and Arcane Crypto AS. You are prohibited from duplicating, abbreviating, distributing, replicating or
circulating this Report or any part of it (including the text, any graphs, data or pictures contained within it) in any
form without the prior written consent of Arcane Research or Arcane Crypto.

By accessing this Report you confirm you understand and are bound by the terms above.
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